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linux how to guides lifewire - linux how tos many advanced computer diy projects rely on linux to get the job done let s
explore all the ways linux can light up your life, 390 free linux unix freebsd and operating system ebooks - as the title
suggests there ll be a long list of free ebooks and resources below 390 of them sorted out in categories which you might find
useful in your pursue of mastery in a non windows environment, dec digital equipment corporation where did they go when you think of leaders in the computing industry your first thoughts probably turn to companies like apple microsoft and
ibm but flash back a few decades and the leaders of those companies all would ve gladly bowed down to digital equipment
corporation or dec who began paving the way for everyone starting in 1957, the ultimate online privacy guide bestvpn
com - as a crypto currency bitcoins can be bought traded invested and used to buy goods and services just like any other
form of money although nowhere near as widely accepted as regular currency yet this is changing fast, hackers beware
the ultimate guide to network security - hackers beware the ultimate guide to network security eric cole on amazon com
free shipping on qualifying offers hackers beware starts with a roadmap of the various areas of hacking but quickly delves
into the details of how specific attacks work and how to protect against them since most attacks we hear about either occur
or are perceived to come from hackers, linux nas thecus n16000pro the ultimate large business nas - the thecus
n16000 series have come of age and the n16000pro is clear evidence of that performance features expandability reliability
compatibility and an excellent value ratio puts it firmly ahead of the curve and unparalleled in its class, parsing java logs
the ultimate guide to logging - parsing java logs extracting data from log files can be tricky but it can also give you insight
into the performance and usability of your application, raspbian and other raspberry pi software eltechs com - ubuntu
generally ubuntu is an open source operating system which is a linux distribution and based on the debian architecture it s
widely used for cloud and server solutions as well as iot desktop and other devices including arm based ones like raspberry
pi, distrowatch com put the fun back into computing use - the bewildering choice and the ever increasing number of
linux distributions can be confusing for those who are new to linux this is why this page was created, unix vs dos operating
systems wilson mar - this comparison of features across unix implementations from puppet a cross unix administration tool
windows applications such as crossover office can be run on linux with varying success by using wine an open source
implementation of the windows api running on top of linux os s in the early 1980s richard stallman began the open source
movement within the software industry by, r installation and administration - the pathname of the directory into which the
sources are unpacked should not contain spaces as most make programs and specifically gnu make do not expect spaces if
you want the build to be usable by a group of users set umask before unpacking so that the files will be readable by the
target group e g umask 022 to be usable by all users keep this setting of umask whilst building and, 10 useful free linux
ebooks for newbies and administrators - we have presented ebook s order from getting started guide to advance
administration in linux so you could download and start improving your linux skills from very beginning to advance level,
export display from linux to windows experts exchange - the solutions and answers provided on experts exchange have
been extremely helpful to me over the last few years i wear a lot of hats developer database administrator help desk etc so i
know a lot of things but not a lot about one thing, informationweek serving the information needs of the - low code
platforms can speed up application development and increase the size of your pool of developers, how to check integrity
of file and directory using aide - defining rules to watch files and directories once you have defined rules you can specify
the file and directories to watch considering the perms rule above this definition will check permissions for all files in root
directory, download latest stable chromium binaries 64 bit and 32 bit - download latest stable chromium binaries for
windows mac linux bsd android and ios 64 bit and 32 bit, theinquirer news reviews and opinion for tech buffs theinquirer publishes daily news reviews on the latest gadgets and devices and inqdepth articles for tech buffs and
hobbyists, resume skills section 250 skills for your resume - not sure what to put in the resume skills section our expert
s have created a list of the best skills for resumes in every industry we also have 130 specific examples of how to include
general industry specific and computer skills on your resume, lsoft technologies inc creates data security backup - data
recovery software accidentally deleted some files or even a partition has your data been lost due to a formatted drive you
will be able to retrieve pictures music movies and document files even if your drive letter has disappeared from the computer
and need to get back all the files that resided there, privacy tools encryption against global mass surveillance - you are
being watched private and state sponsored organizations are monitoring and recording your online activities privacytools io
provides knowledge and tools to protect your privacy against global mass surveillance, answers the most trusted place

for answering life s - answers com is the place to go to get the answers you need and to ask the questions you want, def
con 18 hacking conference speakers - started in 1992 by the dark tangent defcon is the world s longest running and
largest underground hacking conference hackers corporate it professionals and three letter government agencies all
converge on las vegas every summer to absorb cutting edge hacking research from the most brilliant minds in the world and
test their skills in contests of hacking might, 8 reasons to switch from windows 10 to linux - most if not all linux
distributions are made in part by open source technologies a vanilla installation of your favorite linux based operating
system likely won t contain any closed code programs, network monitoring tools slac national accelerator - network
monitoring platforms nmps comparison of nmps actionpacked 3 liveaction is a platform that combines detailed network
topology device and flow visualizations with direct interactive monitoring and configuration of qos netflow lan routing ip sla
medianet and avc features embedded inside cisco devices aggregate network manager is an enterprise grade network
application
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